
(a) NBM kernels compute residual contribution by each collocation point per thread. Kernel operations involve
considering implicit cells at di↵erent resolutions according to the bootstrapped finite discretization method.

(b) NBM outer training layout. Geometric information is managed by a mesh oracle that is often a structured
mesh at much lower resolution that stores the level-set funcion. The pointwise evaluations at each implicit cell is
locally preconditioned based on the geometry of the interfaces crossing the implicit cells. The training loop involves
automatic di↵erentiation across the assembly of the linear system performed by the NBM kernels.

Figure 1: Neural Bootstrapping Method (NBM).
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(a) Geometry of the dragon and gradient streamlines, colored by solution values.

(b) Jump in solution and its gradient.

Figure 9: The NBM approach enables a 10243 e↵ective resolution on a single NVIDIA A6000 GPU.
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Kernels compute the residual contribution at each random point Training Layout

Readily captures physically correct jump conditionsOnce trained, evaluation of large 3D simulations takes milliseconds


